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SPACE	PLANNING	



 
2.In the second column, enter an initial square footage estimate. 
 
The numbers must be entered in the same units as those set for the drawing in the Set 
Units dialog box. The example shows the Projected Area column with values entered. 
Add more rows as needed. 
 
 

 
 
 
CREATING AN ADJACENCY MATRIX 
 
Once you’ve determined the sizes of the various spaces that will be in your design, 
you need to arrange them. The program provides a command called Draw Matrix. This 
command creates a chart that helps you determine how spaces should be physically 
positioned relative to one another in a floor plan. This Adjacency Matrix is especially 
useful in large projects where complex interrelationships are more likely to be 
overlooked. This Adjacency Matrix uses the list of names from the Area 
Worksheet with an arbitrary value assigned for each space. You need to review the 
values and change them as needed. These values will help you later in actually laying 
out the spaces. Once columns A and B of the worksheet are complete you can select 
the draw matrix command. 
 
To create an Adjacency Matrix 
 
1.From the AEC menu select Space Planning,and then Draw Matrix... 

SPACE PROGRAMMING: SPACE SPECIFICATION 



 
 
The Actual Areas column is filled with takeoffs from the active document window. 
 

 
 

Use this information to compare the target square footages with the actual square 
footages in the document at various stages in the layout process. 
 
CREATING WALLS 
 
Once the layout of the spaces is completed, you complete the floor plan by creating 
the walls that will make up the spaces. Using the Wall Tool on the 2D Tools palette, 
trace the outline of the polygons, insert the appropriate door, window, electrical, and 
other needed symbols, and the floor plan is complete. 
 
 
To create walls for space plans 
 
1.Select Show/Snap Others from the Layer Options item in the Organize menu. 
 
2.Create a new layer with the same scale as the Space Planning layer. 
 
3.Select the Wall Tool from the Walls palette.  
 
4.Define a suitable wall type, including height, thickness, and cavities, if any.  
 
5.Trace the outline of each polygon. 
 
6.Insert the appropriate symbols, as desired. 

SPACE PROGRAMMING: SPACE SPECIFICATION 



h7p://www.mailab.biz/space-planning-concept/	









SPACE PROGRAMMING: LAY OUT ORGANIZATION 



SPACE PROGRAMMING: LAY OUT ORGANIZATION 



 

 
 
 
Example of adjacency matrix 
We choosed a simple example, as a House, in order to show what is an adjacency 
matrix.  
 

 
 

1. The creation of SPACES: The command Space allows you to create a shape 
that has a determinated area. We define these spaces with different functions.  
 

ConneBvo	e	Circolazione	20-35%	

		 		

		

		

		 Murature	e	struIure	8-15%	

	T4R___hIp://www.aecbytes.com/review/2016/Archetris.html	



SPACE PROGRAMMING: LAY OUT ORGANIZATION 

Trelligence Affinity 



Trelligence Affinity 



Trelligence Affinity 



Trelligence Affinity 



Trelligence Affinity 



Trelligence Affinity 



SPACE PLANNING: SPACE ADJACENCY & CLUSTERING 



CLUSTER	ANALYSIS	



ADJACENCY	MATRIX	



ADJACENCY	MATRIX	



BUBBLE GRAPH VISUALIZATION 



BUBBLE GRAPH VISUALIZATION 



 

 
 
 
Example of adjacency matrix 
We choosed a simple example, as a House, in order to show what is an adjacency 
matrix.  
 

 
 

1. The creation of SPACES: The command Space allows you to create a shape 
that has a determinated area. We define these spaces with different functions.  
 

SPACE SYNTAX ON VECTORWORKS: defining spaces  



 
 

4. The result of the previous scheme is the adjacency matrix, that gives the output 
of the links between the function previously set.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5. Moving the spaces on the canvas of the software, it calculates the score, lower 
is the score, better is the relationship between the functions. 
The result is the best position of the spaces.  

SPACE SYNTAX ON VECTORWORKS: defining Adjacency Matrix 



 
 

2. The command Space link creates a relation between the spaces, the strenght of 
the link can be set and it is definited by a value. Since a connection is specified 
the software gives a score calculated on the dinstance of the related spaces. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. We can create multiple connections between the spaces. More spaces and 
connections we have, more the score is high.  

SPACE SYNTAX ON VECTORWORKS: defining space links  



 
 

2. The command Space link creates a relation between the spaces, the strenght of 
the link can be set and it is definited by a value. Since a connection is specified 
the software gives a score calculated on the dinstance of the related spaces. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. We can create multiple connections between the spaces. More spaces and 
connections we have, more the score is high.  

SPACE SYNTAX ON VECTORWORKS: defining space links  



 
 

2. The command Space link creates a relation between the spaces, the strenght of 
the link can be set and it is definited by a value. Since a connection is specified 
the software gives a score calculated on the dinstance of the related spaces. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. We can create multiple connections between the spaces. More spaces and 
connections we have, more the score is high.  

 
 

2. The command Space link creates a relation between the spaces, the strenght of 
the link can be set and it is definited by a value. Since a connection is specified 
the software gives a score calculated on the dinstance of the related spaces. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. We can create multiple connections between the spaces. More spaces and 
connections we have, more the score is high.  

SPACE SYNTAX ON VECTORWORKS: strenght of links 



 
 

2. The command Space link creates a relation between the spaces, the strenght of 
the link can be set and it is definited by a value. Since a connection is specified 
the software gives a score calculated on the dinstance of the related spaces. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. We can create multiple connections between the spaces. More spaces and 
connections we have, more the score is high.  

SPACE SYNTAX ON VECTORWORKS:  visualizing strenght of links 



 
 

4. The result of the previous scheme is the adjacency matrix, that gives the output 
of the links between the function previously set.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

5. Moving the spaces on the canvas of the software, it calculates the score, lower 
is the score, better is the relationship between the functions. 
The result is the best position of the spaces.  

	Adjacency	Score	

SPACE SYNTAX ON VECTORWORKS: reading the layout efficency  



SPACE SYNTAX ON GRASSHOPPER 



SPACE SYNTAX ON GRASSHOPPER 



OTHER LAYOUT ASPECT TO CONSIDER: Evacuation Layout 

hIps://revitbeyondbim.wordpress.com/2016/04/22/evacua5on-path-analysis-with-dynamo/	

	
EvacuaQon	Planning	Tool	(EPT)	Dynamo	Add-on 		



EvacuaQon	Planning	Tool		



ACCESSIBILITY AND CONNECTIONS 



ACCESSIBILITY AND UTILITIES LINES 



ENVIRONMENTAL	CLUSTERS		



Space	requirements	expressed	
in	a	qualitaQve	notaQon	



Space	requirements	expressed	
in	a	quanQtaQve	notaQon	
	
ILLUMINANCE	



Space	requirements	expressed		
in	a	quanQtaQve	notaQon	
	
ILLUMINANCE	



Space	requirements	expressed	in		
a	quanQtaQve	notaQon	
	
ACUSTIC	


